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Overall MRI topics
• The basic hardware components of an MRI system


• Nuclear spins and precession


• RF-pulses (B1-field), magnetic resonance and relaxation


• 2. Signal preparation, sequences and contrast mechanisms 

• 1. Magnetic field gradients, slice selection, and phase and frequency encoding 

• 3. The k-space and image reconstruction 

• Image reconstruction (exercise)


• Advanced and emerging MRI methods and applications


• MRI safety

Coyne, 2012



MRI Teaching material

• Lecture notes by Lars G. Hanson (47 pages) available in English and 
Danish. (Link in course plan).


• Chapter 12 and 13 in Prince and Links.


• Today we will use the CompassMR spin simulator https://www.drcmr.dk/
CompassMR/ and later other simulators from the same resource


• Matlab exercise on November 27 

Simulators

• Go to https://www.drcmr.dk/CompassMR/ on laptop or 
phone


• Go to https://www.drcmr.dk/BlochSimulator/ (best on 
laptop)



Quiz-time!

https://forms.office.com/e/XHLkdF5ktZ

(fully anonymous)

Precession, relaxation and the Bloch equation

42MHz/T

B0

M

dM/dt = γM×B0+relax. terms
Radiates!

Lars Hanson



Gradients

Frequency encoding - the modulation of precession frequency 
during a gradient 

Phase encoding - the modulation of precession phase after an 
applied gradient

1. Gradients can be used to excite an 
arbitrary oriented plane 

Position => resonance frequency

2. Gradients can be used to modulate the 
received signal

matching the frequency and bandwidth of a B1-field 
to the desired location and thickness of a slice.

From Links and Price

An MRI sequence
• A sequence of B1/RF-pulses, gradient pulses and periods of data collection.


• Signal preparation, e.g. how the contrasts between T1 or T2 relaxation 
times are weighted in the signal. This could also be sensitivity to diffusion, 
flow etc. 

• Image readout, part of the sequence that defines the region and collects k-
space data.

Image readout 
(k-space data)

Signal 
preparation

Image readout 
(k-space data)

Signal 
preparation
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Simple MRI sequences

How and why do we create…

•…a T1 weighted signal?


•…a T2 weighted signal?


•…a proton density weighted signal?



How is a phase roll created in space?
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From 3D to a 1D signal
The phase in 

space for one k

The MR signal 
density in space 
after preparation

* dr= signal
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From precession to k-space
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https://kinder-chen.medium.com/denoising-data-with-fast-fourier-transform-a81d9f38cc4c

Function

Wave 1
Wave 2

Wave 3

Similarity with  
wave

Wave

Function/ 
Image

(Or space)

(Or space)

This is a Fourier relation!



Fourier transform, 1D, 2D, 3D …

3.5 Image reconstruction

Figure 3.4: The inverse Fourier transform in a mathematical as well as a literal sense.
The left part is the magnitude of the RFs-signal in k-space with the origin in the
centre of this picture in the white spot. Points from k-space, including magnitude
and its phase, reconstruct the image. With an increasing number of k-values, in the
MR-sequence corresponding to phase roll patterns, the picture gets more detailed and
finally, when we use all the points of the k-space, we can identify the famous French
mathematician Fourier himself in the lower right corner. This is not realistic MR-data
but the image reconstruction is the same. The point is that an image can be built up
by a series of harmonic patterns in 1, 2 or 3 dimensions
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Questions

• What is the signal in the centre of k-space (k=0)?


• What is the signal from a homogeneous region when k increases?
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Find Waldo/Holger!

Lars Hanson

Lars Hanson



Echo-planar imaging (EPI)

Overall MRI topics
• The basic hardware components of an MRI system


• Nuclear spins and precession


• RF-pulses (B1-field), magnetic resonance and relaxation


• 2. Signal preparation, sequences and contrast mechanisms 

• 1. Magnetic field gradients, slice selection, and phase and frequency encoding 

• 3. The k-space and image reconstruction 

• Image reconstruction (exercise)


• Advanced and emerging MRI methods and applications


• MRI safety

Coyne, 2012



Today’s Intended Learning Objectives

• Identify main hardware components of an MRI scanner and their role.


• Understand the role of the gradient system and how it relates to slice 
selection, frequency and phase encoding.


• Explain dephasing mechanisms resulting in the T2* relaxation and how the 
T2 relaxation is isolated with the spin echo effect.


• Explain strategies for collecting k-space data and how to reconstruct the 
image from it.

Figur 15: Billedrekonstruktion. Figuren viser hvordan simple mønstre (række 1) kan summeres til
komplekse billeder (række 2). De rekonstruerede billeder er her skabt udfra de mønstre, der har størst
lighed med figuren, dvs. fra de områder af k-rummet (række 3) hvor der er målt de kraftigste radiobølger.
Stadigt flere mønstre medtages i billeddannelsen (indikeret med de mørke områder på k-rums billederne),
og rekonstruktionerne bliver tilsvarende stadigt mere detaljerede (antallet af medregnede mønstre er
fordoblet i hver rekonstruktion). Det sidst rekonstruerede billede (nederste højre) er skabt på baggrund af
de tusind bedst lignende mønstre. Øverste række viser det “sidst ankomne” mønster. Det ses umiddelbart,
at de langsomme signalvariationer (intensiteterne) er målt i midten af k-rummet, mens kanternes skarphed
kommer fra målinger længere ude i k-rummet.
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From Lars’ lecture notes



Spin-Echo

• Spins experiencing slightly different B0 fields and precess at different frequencies leading to T2’-
decay.


• A 180-pulse will reverse the phase such that slow spins get ahead of the average and fast spins 
gets behind. Rephasing will occur at the echo time TE leading to a recovery of the T2’ part of T2*


• Spin interactions that lead to random dephasing (collisions, diffusion…) leads to additional 
dephasing that leads to an additional T2-effect that is isolated in the spin echo signal.

MRI
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Figure 3.5: The dephasing and rephasing of the spin-echo e↵ect from left to right.
M1 and M2 are the magnetic moments of the individual spins and Mxy is the net
magnetisation of those spins in the transversal plane.

3.6 Spin-echo

As mentioned before, parts of the decrease in signal due to transversal relaxation
can be restored, namely the decrease due to inhomogenities in the external
magnetic field. A simple example is shown in figure 3.5. We imagine a simple
spin ensemble consisting of two spins with magnitudes M1 and M2. First, they
are both aligned to the external field but flipped down to the transversal plane
by an RFt pulse such that M0 = Mxy = M1 + M2. M1 is locally experiencing a

larger field strength than M2 and will be displaced in counter-clockwise direction
in our rotating coordinate system. M2 will precess slower and be displaced in
clockwise direction and this dephaseing will cause a loss in Mxy. An RF signal
with the same phase as the net magnetisation Mxy is applied and will flip the
components of the individual spins that are parallel to the net spin. The fast
M1 is now behind the net spin and will together with the slow M2 rephase into
the original size of Mxy. The echo time TE is the time between the 90� pulse
and the rephasing or echo, whereas TE/2 is the time between the first 90� pulse
and the 180� pulse. Spin-spin relaxation is not considered here but will in reality
lead to an additional irreversible loss in signal.

3.7 MRI sequences

The point of an MRI sequence is first to make the spin magnitude reflect a chosen
parameter, e.g. T2 and then get the desired k-space data. One simple spin echo
sequence could be built up as in figure 3.6. The scan through k-space is built
up in di↵erent ways. For high resolution images a high signal to noise ratio is
important and a limited number of values is recorded within every repetition,
mostly one line in k-space. Faster imaging techniques, often used to image
dynamic phenomena, can scan the whole k-space within one repetition, like in
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180-pulse at 
t=TE/2

90-pulse at 
t=0

Spin-echo at 
t=TE


